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Introductions 

We welcomed Jeffrey Wada who replaces Kathy Moore as a Faculty rep. Membership now 
looks like this: 

Chair 
One member will serve as the Chair of the committee 

Membership* 
3 Faculty: Alice Ho, Anson Lui, Jeffrey Wada 
2 Administrators: Dean Hopkins, Tuyen Nguyen  
2 Classified: Isabel Garcia*, Loann Tran 
1 ITS Representative (non-voting): Jorge Forero 
1 Student: Aslan Mitchell 
*One member shall be from continuing education 

 
DISCUSSION 

Short meeting. We have no one at the helm at this time. Jorge did not have the meetings 
on his calendar, and had to be hunted down. Dean Hopkins was serving on jury duty. Amy 
turned on the projector and ran the meeting. 

Action Item updates. Joe Geissler has been removed from the quilt of images. 

ASG request. Aslan said that ICC would like a more prominent link on the homepage. We 
explained that there was limited real estate for such requests, and that they will need to be 
content with the fly-out under the STUDENTS/Student Life and Leadership drop down. 
Amy agreed to make a /ICC vanity link for them that could be used on any advertising to 
get people to their page quicker. 

While we discussed that, we noticed the STUDENTS/Title IX Sexual Misconduct drop 
down is no longer falling alphabetically. Amy will request the fix from ITS. 

Revising pages for Guided Pathways. Loann is starting to update A&R pages to align 
with Guided Pathways. She is wanting to avoid doing it twice (commendable). What would 
be the best way to make sure the new pages don’t generate new accessibility errors? We 
do not have anyone at this time to review a layout and make recommendations. (That’s not 
part of Phil’s scope of work.) Amanda Carpenter might be a good resource though. Rest 
assured that zero errors is not a reasonable goal. We need to be able to show that we are 
improving, and implementing steps to learn to do better. We are doing that for sure. 

 
ACTION ITEMS 

• Amy to request ITS fixes, and create an ICC vanity URL. 
• ALL will review the Web Publisher list to ensure accuracy  


